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About Lifeline South Coast
Lifeline South Coast was established in Wollongong
in March 1969 and the Nowra branch was opened in
1981. The service is non-denominational and Volunteer
Telephone Crisis Supporters come from a wide range
of backgrounds.
There are 39 Lifeline Centres in Australia. Each centre
focuses on delivering programs to meet the needs of
their immediate community.

Lifeline South Coast’s service area spans the coastal
strip between Helensburgh in the north to the Victorian
border in the south.
More than 95% of people who work for Lifeline South
Coast are volunteers – more than 205 volunteers
in our administration, retail and book fair teams; more
than 100 Volunteer Telephone Crisis Supporters
on the 13 11 14 Crisis Support service; and 6 volunteer
Board members.

Strategic Plan 2018
Vision
An Australia free of
suicide

Mission
To provide first rate
suicide prevention and
crisis support services to
Australia

Values
We believe in
• The dignity of life
• The acceptance of all
people
• The Christian values of
love, compassion and
community as shared
by other faith and belief
traditions
• Working ethically
• The opportunity that
crisis presents for
personal change
• Valuing and
nurturing the spirit of
volunteerism
• Maintaining the highest
standards of service
delivery

Key
Stakeholders

Objectives

Key Strategies

Stakeholder Satisfaction

• The people of the
South Coast regions
of NSW

• To maintain membership
of Lifeline Australia

• Work with other centres
to provide 24 hour
telephone crisis support

• Other communities
which we serve,
including the callers
across Australia
• Members of the
Lifeline South Coast
workforce (both
volunteer and paid)
• Our partners in
community service
• Lifeline Australia
and other Lifeline
Centres
• The Uniting
Church in Australia
including local
congregations,
Wollongong
Mission, NSW/ACT
Synod and Uniting
• Our sponsors,
supporters and
funding bodies

• The privilege and
importance of the
relationship with those
we serve
• The need to embrace
change
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• To be top of mind for
the Uniting Church
in Australia as an
expression of Christian
ministry
• To meet or exceed the
needs and expectations
of all our stakeholders

People

• Develop innovative
solutions to the
identified needs of our
stakeholders
• Provide appropriate and
effective services
• Create a sense of pride in
the organisation
• For our people we
provide:

• To achieve a satisfying,
safe and skill enhancing
workplace for our staff
and volunteers

◊ A safe working
environment

• To be an attractive,
interesting and friendly
environment at which
to work

◊ Appropriate levels of
remuneration to paid
staff

Quality
• To meet all accreditation
requirements

Financial Performance
• To maintain sufficient
revenues and assets
to meet financial
commitments as they
fall due

Awareness and Image
• To ensure the Lifeline
service and brand
remain top of mind in
the communities we
serve

◊ Relevant training and
skill development

◊ A succession plan for
key staff (paid and
unpaid)
• Benchmark with
appropriate organisations
• Open new retail outlets
• Generate and manage
an appropriate mix of
funding to support our
activities
• Foster productive
relationships with media
and congregations
• To provide information to
the community and policy
makers
• Relationship development

What we do
Lifeline is a national charity
providing all Australians
experiencing a personal crisis
with access to 24-hour crisis
support and suicide prevention
services. Somewhere in
Australia, there is a new call
to Lifeline every minute.

Telephone Crisis
Support
The 13 11 14 Telephone Crisis
Support service offers support to
Australians experiencing personal
crisis, including that of suicide
prevention. The national service
operates 24-hours a day, 7 days
a week, and 365 days a year.
The service itself could not run
without the many skilled and
highly trained Volunteer Crisis
Supporters, with Lifeline South
Coast volunteers answering
23,815 calls during the 2017/2018
financial year.

Financial Counselling
Over the past 12 months,
Lifeline South Coast’s Financial
Counselling service has assisted
241 people and conducted 426
interviews. Outreach to the
South Coast Correctional Centre
resumed in November 2017 with
Legal Aid funding one day per
fortnight for financial counselling
service. During those seven
months, 58 new inmates were
seen in those fortnightly visits.
During the past year, the Uniting
Church has also provided some
funding, allowing us to provide
a weekly outreach service in
Huskisson. The service has
been solidly booked since its
commencement in December
2017 and has been serviced by
Financial Counsellor Kim Perkins,
who joined us on a part time basis
in December.

Lifeline South Coast operates
five crisis support phones
from Wollongong on the 13 11
14 Telephone Crisis Support
service. Our Lifeline Shops and
Big Book Fair fundraising events
ensure the financial viability of
this vital service into the future.

The partnership for the provision
of financial counselling services
between the Illawarra Legal
Centre and Lifeline South Coast
to the Kiama and Shoalhaven
Local Government Areas via
funding from Fair Trading NSW is
current to June 2018. We continue
to provide community education
events on managing money and
dealing with debt under this Fair
Trading funding.

Crisis Support Training
The recruitment and training
of Volunteer Crisis Supporters
at Lifeline South Coast is an
extensive process and focuses
on supporting each individual
student in fulfilling their potential
to answer calls for those in need.
The training itself consists of
three phases. Phase one includes
the initial face-to-face training
sessions; e-learning components;
two full weekends of workshops;
and assessment role plays. In
phase two, students undertake
shifts on the crisis service over a
two-month period, whilst being
closely supported by a Supervisor.
Phase three consists of 84 hours
over seven months of probationary
crisis support work. Throughout
their training, new Volunteer
Crisis Supporters complete
accreditation requirements,
including observation shifts; group
supervision; and professional
development.

Lifeline South Coast’s Financial
Counselling service operates
in the Shoalhaven and Kiama
Local Government Areas and
offers free and confidential
support to those in financial
distress.

At Lifeline South Coast, each
volunteer is trained and supported
by a specially qualified team of
staff who strive to maintain the
wellbeing of each individual.
This financial year, Lifeline South
Coast ran three training courses
which saw 38 Volunteer Crisis
Supporters trained and on the
phones by the end of June 2018.
In addition, more than 1040 hours
of extra volunteer time was given
to these students by Lifeline South
Coast Crisis Support volunteers to
support these individuals through
each phase of their training and
then onto the phones.

Suicide Prevention
Training
Lifeline South Coast is committed
to suicide prevention work in our
local communities. We are pleased
to offer a range of face-to-face
suicide prevention and mental
health training sessions to
promote community and individual
resilience in the Illawarra and
South Coast regions.
During the 2017/2018 financial
year, Lifeline South Coast ran 20
sessions and trained 261 people
in safeTALK (suicide awareness)
training; ran four sessions and
trained 76 people in ASIST (twoday suicide intervention) training;
and ran five sessions and trained
78 people in DV Alert (two-day
domestic violence for frontline
staff) training.
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Retail

Book Fair

Lifeline South Coast opened
the Corrimal Shop at the end of
July 2017, expanding our retail
operations to two outlets. The
combined efforts of the Lifeline
Shops in the 2017/2018 financial
year yielded sales of $600,850
with 120,111 items over the counter
to 44,473 customers. Our annual
revenue from wholesale activity
was $53,789.

During the 2017/2018 financial year, Lifeline South Coast hosted
two Big Book Fairs both held at the Illawarra Sports Stadium, Berkeley.
The October and March Book Fairs together raised $269,272,
welcomed 10,118 customers through the doors, and showcased 134,111
books for display.

These results would not have been
possible without our dedicated
retail and stock volunteers,
averaging 366 hours per week,
across our 65-member team.
Thank you to all our volunteers
and staff, with your support we
can continue to raise funds for our
13 11 14 Crisis Support service.

Our Big Book Fair would not be possible without the continued efforts
of the volunteer Book Sorting team who work every day of every week
throughout the year to ensure a great range of books are packed for
Book Fair events. The team of 48 volunteers work on average 189 hours
per week, stocking our Book Fairs and contributing to the sales in our
Lifeline Shops. Books alone total 11% of our retail sales, with 16,799 books
being sold in the Lifeline Shops during the 2017/2018 financial year.
Thank you to our 152 strong Book Fair volunteer team and to our Book
Sorting team for their hard work and commitment to our Big Book Fair,
enabling Lifeline South Coast to continue to offer and expand our
services across the Illawarra and South Coast regions.

Volunteering – by Scott Mitchell
Volunteering as a Lifeline Telephone
Crisis Supporter for me is much the
same as the Rubik’s Cube.
OK, I am probably showing my age
a little here, but it was also
re-launched since it was first
launched in 1980 – so stay with me!
My original concept of volunteering
was I gave my time, to someone
who needed some support. This
statement covers volunteering as
clearly as me stating – all you must do
is keep all the little coloured tiles on
the Rubik’s Cube together – SIMPLE!
I have been on the phones for Lifeline
for 3 years now, and still add to level
of reward this role brings – just like
when you’re able to solve Rubik’s
cube!
These are the short list of some
of the rewards this role brings me
as a volunteer.
• I enjoy being there as support for
our callers, who need someone
to talk to.
• I enjoy being there as support for
our callers, who feel they have
no-one to talk to.
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• I enjoy being there as support
for our callers, who are thinking
suicide is currently a thought for
them and keeping them safe.
• It is great to be part of a team that
feels like a family, where you can
truly feel we are working toward
one goal. That this is not just
a hollow “objective” – it is an
achievement that I constantly feel
at Lifeline South Coast.
• When I am speaking with a caller,
I do give a thought to the Lifeline
process that ensures we have
a phone service in the first place.
For example - Every book that
is donated, sorted, processed,
marked, sold, and finds a new
home, ensures that our service
operates. I really do think of this
enormous process, and all the
volunteers involved in this process,
and hope they realise how much
they contribute to the end process
of talking to someone who needs
support.
• I have enjoyed gaining new skills
that enable me to help people face
to face.
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• I have enjoyed passing some of
those skills onto new students and
mentoring new students through
our training that is conducted
several times throughout the year.
• When I arrive for a telephone
shift, the most enjoyable part of
this role is the friends I have made,
and the support we are between
each other. Whether it is a difficult
call that needs each other’s
support, or just a true friend,
Lifeline for me = supportive friends.
My final point on Rubik and his cube.
Sometimes life can seem all messed
up, just like a Rubik’s cube.
Lifeline can help un-mess the cube,
by helping our callers to make the
moves to put it back together.
Or if you’re like me – (I physically
pulled the Cube apart and put it back
together!)
Either way, if you’re reading this
article you are part of the team that
help put Rubik’s Cube back together
for every call taken – To you I also
say thank you!

Telephone
Crisis Support KPIs
KPI 1
In January 2013, Lifeline Australia introduced six Key Performance
Logged
hours
TCSCentre
per month
(target
Indicators
which
eachper
Lifeline
must achieve
in 7.7)
order to maintain
accreditation. These KPIs focus on developing and improving specific areas
of our service to ensure our limited resources are used most effectively to
KPI 1a high quality crisis service to more Australians in need.
provide
14.0

Target/Target Range
National Average
Lifeline South Coast
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KPI 2
TCS occupancy (target 88%)

This target is based on the
minimum annual accreditation
requirements for each Crisis
Supporter (CS). This target area
has remained in a consistent
pattern across the financial
year and we have continuously
exceeded the target of 7.7 logged
hours per month.
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KPI 3
Percentage of Safety Issues Identified (target 11%)
1/7/13 - (target 50%)

CS occupancy is a measure
of how productively a CS is
using their time while on shift.
Generally, occupancy rates are
reduced during training periods
where coaching reduces time
on the phones. Furthermore,
these reduced rates can be seen
following the months of training
where more debriefing occurs
naturally within a volunteer’s
probationary stage on the phones,
and currently Lifeline South Coast
has a high number of PTCS.
We are working with volunteers
to improve in this area.
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Telephone Crisis
KPI 3
Support
KPIs
(continued)
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This target is about directly asking
the help seeker if they are having
thoughts of suicide. Lifeline South
Coast consistently exceeds this
target with an average of 88%
for this financial year. We believe
that asking about suicide is at the
centre of what we do and continue
to work hard to improve this area
for the benefit of the help seeker
and their safety.
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It is expected that 50% of crisis
calls answered should be given
at least one referral by the CS.
Lifeline South Coast CS’s have
continuously and substantially
exceeded this target with an
average of 80% of help seekers
being given a referral to become
self-skilled and empowered after
a phone call.
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This target focuses on the duration
of calls, in order to both improve
the quality of crisis contacts and
CS availability. Lifeline South
Coast has conducted a number
of training sessions on call
containment, its importance,
and relevance for consistency
of the service. Lifeline South
Coast is consistently below the
target range.

KPI 6
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KPI 6
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Calls Answered per Seat Per Day (12)calls answered per seat per day

(target 12; until December 2017)
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This target requires us to answer 12 calls per seat per day. Overall,
Lifeline South Coast has improved and remained consistent in this
area over the past 12 months. As of December 2017, this KPI is no
longer measured by Lifeline Australia.
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From January 2018, KPI 6 changed to represent a Call Answer Target,
based on a 24-month average. From January to June 2018 the
overall target for Lifeline South Coast was 11,472 calls. We answered
11,761 calls during this time.
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Jul South
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Dec Supporters (CS)
answered 23,815 calls within the 2017/2018 financial
year. That is an increase of 1.2% on the previous
year. Overall, Lifeline South Coast continues to
increase the volume of calls answered, with January
2018 being a record high call rate for Lifeline South
Coast (2,277 calls).
Importantly however, 88% of those callers were
asked specifically about suicide, which means that
Lifeline South Coast initiated 20,957 conversations
about suicide in the last financial year alone!

That’s an increase of 954 conversations from the
previous year.
All 100 Lifeline South Coast Telephone Crisis
Supporters are volunteers. Our volunteers are
recruited from the local community and combined
have a wide range of skills, experiences, ages and
backgrounds. We believe there is great value in
callers knowing that the CS answering their call is
doing so because they want to be there to help.
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Board Chair’s Report

The last year has again been one of flux for Lifeline
South Coast (LLSC), however the “strong engine room”
of our quality volunteers and quality staff has moved
us along steadily.
Our long standing Executive Director Grahame Gould
decided it was time for him to move on to new career
options. On behalf of all at LLSC I thank him for his
great efforts over the decades and particularly for his
legacy of a strongly resourced LLSC. His contribution
to mental health continues to be significant.
I must thank Clare Leslie for stepping in as acting Chief
Executive Officer (CEO - our new name for Executive
Director), and guiding us along for over seven months
while we recruited our new CEO, Rachel Norris. I note
Rachel has made a strong start familiarising herself
with the operations of LLSC.
I also note the sad passing of Dr Robyn Young, who
contributed greatly to our organisation through her
membership of the Board.
Lifeline South Coast Volunteer Crisis Supporters (CS)
answered 23,815 calls within the 2017/2018 financial
year. That is an increase of 1.2% on the previous year.
Overall, Lifeline South Coast continues to increase the
volume of calls answered, with January 2018 being
a record high call rate for Lifeline South Coast
(2,277 Help Seekers in need responded to).
Importantly however, 88% of those callers were
asked specifically about suicide, which means that
Lifeline South Coast initiated 20,957 conversations
about suicide in the last financial year alone! That’s an
increase of 954 conversations from the previous year.
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All 100 Lifeline South Coast Telephone Crisis
Supporters are volunteers. Our volunteers are
recruited from the local community and combined
have a wide range of skills, experiences, ages and
backgrounds. We believe there is great value in callers
knowing that the CS answering their call is doing so
because they want to be there to help.

Lifeline South Coast initiated 20,957
conversations about suicide in the
last financial year alone!
That’s an increase of 954
conversations from the previous year.
LLSC and the Lifeline movement, is the manifestation
of the goodwill of many people. Simply put, we are
a group of people who, with the initial leadership of
the late Reverend Dr. Sir Alan Walker, have over the
past 55 years organised ourselves to help others in
desperate circumstances. In most instances we do this
not for gain, but altruism. Committed staff work with
diligence and focus towards our goals.
We should be pleased with our efforts.
Stephen Long
Board Chair
Lifeline South Coast

Acting CEO’s Report

I would like to thank former
Executive Director, Grahame
Gould for his remarkable service,
commitment and contribution to
Lifeline South Coast over 24 years.
Grahame left Lifeline South Coast
in December 2017.
This year, Lifeline South Coast
answered 23,815 calls on the
24-hour Crisis Support service.
Congratulations to the Volunteer
Crisis Supporters who achieved
this fantastic result; the Training
Team and In-Shift Support
Supervisors who support our
volunteers so well; and to
Danielle Mullaney for overseeing
performance in this area.
The Lifeline South Coast Financial
Counselling Service has continued
to see an increase in demand
this financial year. I thank Uniting
for funding, the Uniting Church
Bay and Basin congregation for
supporting, and Kim Perkins for
delivering, an additional one-day
per week outreach for this vital

service to Huskisson. I thank
Anne Marie Sharkey for her great
work as Financial Counselling
Coordinator over many years.
Anne Marie left Lifeline South
Coast at the end of this financial
year.

a wonderful contribution to
Lifeline South Coast over the past
12 months. I welcome and thank
new Retail Area Manager Alicia
Ferderer, who joined the team in
January having worked for Lifeline
Northern Rivers for 12 years.

Lifeline South Coast answered 23,815 calls on the
24-hour Crisis Support service
The Lifeline Shops and Big Book
Fairs remain a vital source of
income for the organisation.
This financial year, we have
opened a new Lifeline Shop in
Corrimal and re-fitted the Lifeline
Shop in Wollongong. Both are
performing well. Establishment
of process for our loading docks
and wholesale activities has
brought stability to these areas.
The number of books packed for
Book Fairs has been gradually
increasing. Congratulations to all
Retail and Book Fair volunteers
and the Team Leaders who
support them, for making

I thank Renee Green and her
wonderful administration staff and
volunteer team for their ongoing
commitment and focus this year.
It has been a challenging year, and
the professionalism and support of
this team has been wonderful.
Finally, thank you to the Stephen
Long and all Board Members for
their voluntary service, for their
support and for their guidance.
Clare Leslie
Acting CEO
Lifeline South Coast

Grahame Gould

Rachel Norris

In December of 2017, and after 24 years as the
Executive Director of Lifeline South Coast, Grahame
Gould has tendered his resignation to pursue other
opportunities.

Following an extensive recruitment process, the
Lifeline South Coast Board is pleased to welcome
new CEO, Rachel Norris. Rachel has a long history of
working in leadership roles in the health and nonprofit sectors; and was most recently the CEO of
national peak professional association, Occupational
Therapy Australia. Her qualifications include an
MBA; a Graduate Certificate in Business Coaching;
and qualifications in Quality Management and
Counselling.

During those 24 years, Grahame made a significant
contribution to Lifeline at both a local and national
level. The Lifeline South Coast model of support to our
Volunteer Crisis Supporters is of the highest standard,
and we congratulate him on this strategic focus.
Grahame has been a dedicated advocate in ensuring
Lifeline remains accessible to all Australians during
their time of need, and a lead in raising the profile of
suicide prevention work in our region.
The Board thanks Grahame for all his hard work during
his time at Lifeline South Coast and wishes Grahame
all the best in his new endeavours.

Rachel is particularly interested in community
resilience and is looking forward to exploring the
role Lifeline South Coast can play in not only providing
crisis support via the phone; but also, activities
that strengthen communities on the ground within
our region.
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Governance
Lifeline South Coast has
been deliberate in recruiting
Board Members who have
complementary backgrounds
and skills that are aligned to
the organisation’s strategic
objectives. Individually and
collectively the Board Members
strive to use their experience of
business and community life to

add value to the organisation
as well as effectively monitor
its operations. Lifeline South
Coast is committed to supporting
diversity in the workplace.
Activity of the Board includes:
establishing the organisation’s
strategic direction; reviewing and
approving business plans and

budgets; overseeing compliance
and performance management
systems; analysing results and
exploring opportunities for
improving outcomes; and looking
at the evolving landscape and
anticipating the future community
and organisational needs.

Board members
Stephen Long

Andrew Smith

Ross Johnson

Board Chair

Deputy Chair

Treasurer

MEMBER OF FINANCE COMMITTEE;
MEMBER OF REMUNERATION COMMITTEE
B.COM. (ACCOUNTANCY); CA

MEMBER OF REMUNERATION COMMITTEE
B.SC/LLB; GRAD DIP LEGAL PRACTICE;
MASTER OF DIVINITY

CHAIR OF FINANCE COMMITTEE
FCPA; FGIA; FCIS

Stephen is a Chartered Accountant
who has been in the profession
for over 30 years. He is one of the
founding partners of Brodie Long
& Grew Pty Limited, a leading
business advisory firm. Stephen’s
business career involved advising
clients of varying sizes involved in
many various areas of business.

Andrew has been the Minister of
Corrimal Uniting Church for almost
10 years. Prior to that, he worked
as Legislative Counsel with
the Commonwealth Attorney’s
General Department where he
was involved in the preparation
of Commonwealth delegated
legislation.

He has a Commerce degree from
the University of Wollongong,
is a member of the Institute of
Chartered Accountants in Australia
and New Zealand, is a Registered
Tax Agent and was a Fellow of
the Tax Institute. Stephen has
been involved in the not for profit
sector for many years being
an office holder in a number of
organisations. He has also held
Directorships in a number of
successful private companies.

On leaving the Attorney’s General
Department, Andrew worked
as a Youth Pastor with a Uniting
Church congregation in Canberra,
and then was accepted to train
in Sydney as a Minister with the
Uniting Church. Under Andrew’s
leadership, the church at Corrimal
has engaged in a number of
activities to strengthen the mental
health of people. Andrew’s
concern for mental health
dovetails nicely with the values of
Lifeline South Coast.

Stephen has been involved with
Lifeline South Coast for over 15
years and is committed to the
goals of the organisation.
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Ross is the Executive General
Manager Development of the
Gladstone Steel Plant Project.
Formerly the Senior Accountant
Costing and Manager Supply
Major Contracts of BHP Steel
Group, and former Managing
Director of Siam Steel Mill
Services. Ross has considerable
experience in finance, supply
and logistics management and
government negotiation.
In addition to his work with Lifeline
South Coast, Ross serves on the
Board of several organisations,
including Uniting Resources; the
Flagstaff Group; and the Country
Music Association Incorporated.
Previously Chairman of Australian
Metal Recovery Pty Ltd and Hunter
Mill Services. In addition, Ross
is the Treasurer of the Illawarra
Presbytery of the Uniting Church
and is the Logistics Coordinator for
Operation Christmas Child in NSW.

Jon Hoogland

Linda Morrissey

Dr Paul Chad

Secretary

Board Member

Board Member

CHAIR OF REMUNERATION COMMITTEE
DIP ELEC ENG.; M QUALITY MGT.

B. SOCIAL WORK; B.A. (PSYCHOLOGY AND
SOCIOLOGY); ADV. DIP OF GOVERNMENT; JP

B.SC. (HONS); M.MGT; MBA; M.COM.
(MARKETING); PHD; JP

Jon is retired after a successful
career in avionics (RAAF),
telecommunications and
risk management industries.
He has held several senior
management positions including
Group Manager Audit and Risk
Management for Wesley Mission
Sydney one of Australia’s largest
Not for Profit charities. The major
function of that role was to provide
independent, objective assurance
and consulting activities designed
to add value and improve
the organisation’s operations
over aged care, disabilities,
employment services, hospitals
and their many Uniting Church
congregations.

Linda Morrissey is a Social Work
Manager with Illawarra Health.
She manages a team of social
workers in Rehabilitation, Aged
Care, Palliative Care, Brain Injury
and Aboriginal Liaison. She has
experience in areas of health
management; recruitment;
performance development;
coaching and mentoring;
promoting a positive workplace
culture; using mindfulness and
positive values in the workplace;
clinical supervision; and work
health safety (WHS). Linda is
an accredited member of the
Australian Association of Social
Workers (AASW) and is a Justice
of the Peace.

Paul is a Lecturer in Marketing
at various universities including
the University of Wollongong.
He is also a management and
marketing consultant. Prior to
academia and consulting, Paul
gained over 25 years’ experience
as a marketing practitioner in both
public and private organisations
operating in a diverse range of
industries in local, national and
international markets. Senior roles
encompassed the full range of
marketing activities.

Jon is enjoying his retirement
undertaking volunteering in
the Uniting Church Illawarra
Presbytery and his local
congregation. When time permits,
Jon enjoys gardening and reading.

Linda loves nature and the
environment. She keeps chooks
and grows her own vegetables
and fruit. Linda does yoga and is
learning Italian.

Paul’s academic research includes
examining the use of marketing
by non-profit charities to increase
funding as well as improve service
delivery.
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Elias (Lou) Kinnas of KH Accounting & Financial Group

B.Com (Accountancy); CA

David Burrows
(Honorary Solicitor)

Jon Hoogland

Linda Morrissey

Dr Paul Chad

Stephen Long
(Chair)

Board skills
matrix

He has an extensive knowledge of: general auditing;
not-for-profit and government funded organisations
auditing; self-managed super fund auditing; taxation;
accounting; small business.

Ross Johnson
(Treasurer)

Lou has over thirty years of professional experience
in accounting and auditing matters. Lou specialises
in the audit of not-for-profit/government funded
organisations.

Andrew Smith
(Deputy Chair)

Auditor

Skills
Accounting / Finance
Legal
Senior Management / Governance
Marketing / Promotions
Fundraising / Sponsorship
Government / Government Relations /
Advocacy
Health / Mental Health / Welfare /
Community / NFP
Entrepreneurship
Business Management /
Administration / Development
Information / Communication Technology
Project Management / Consulting
Research
Quality Management / Evaluation
Operations / Service Delivery

Board meetings
Name

No. eligible to attend

Number attended

Stephen Long

6

6

Dr Paul Chad

6

6

Linda Morrissey

6

6

Andrew Smith

6

6

Ross Johnson

6

5

Jon Hoogland

6

5
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Leadership team
Lifeline South Coast is led by a leadership team focused on achieving the organisation’s strategic goals to the
highest of standards. Together, they provide a clear and structured direction to motivate and encourage staff and
volunteers and ensure the stability of Lifeline South Coast into the future.

Grahame Gould

Renee Green

Anne Marie Sharkey

Executive Director to December
2017

Finance and Governance
Manager

Financial Counselling
Coordinator

MEMBER OF FINANCE COMMITTEE
B.SC. PSYCH (HONS); M.CLIN.PSYCH

MEMBER OF FINANCE COMMITTEE
B.COM. (ACCOUNTANCY); CA

Grahame has been with Lifeline
South Coast since 1993. He
is responsible for the overall
running of the organisation.
Grahame has a strong interest in
improving the access of Lifeline
to all Australians and sits on the
UOW and Illawarra Shoalhaven
Local Health District Community
Reference Committees. His prior
experience includes working with
Lifeline Sydney and in the field
of organisation development
in a large bank. Grahame has
completed the Leadership
Illawarra Development Program
and is a member of the College of
Clinical Psychologists.

Renee began work with Lifeline
South Coast in 2011. She is
responsible for the financial,
information and business systems
and organisational procedures
within Lifeline South Coast. Renee
has extensive experience in the
accountancy field having worked
in public practice, corporate
environments, teaching, and with
the Australian Tax Office (ATO).
She is an accredited member
of the Institute of Chartered
Accountants.

DIP. COMMUNITY SERVICES WORK; DIP.
COUNSELLING; DIP. COMMUNITY SERVICE
(FINANCIAL COUNSELLING)

Grahame left Lifeline South Coast
in December 2017.

B.A (PSYCHOLOGY)

Clare Leslie
Marketing and Public Relations
Manager
B.A. COMM. (PUBLIC COMM.); M.MGT (DIST);
MBA (DIST)

Clare began working with Lifeline
South Coast in 2006. She is
responsible for the marketing
and public relations activities
within the organisation. This
includes raising awareness of
Lifeline’s 13 11 14 crisis support
service; promoting the Lifeline
Shops; media and stakeholder
relations; brand management;
and running Lifeline’s Big Book
Fair fundraising events. Clare has
extensive experience in public
relations having worked in both
a consultancy and corporate PR
environment. She holds a Master
of Management and an MBA from
UOW.
Clare has been Acting CEO since
December 2017.

Danielle Mullaney
Telephone Crisis Support
Manager
Danielle has been our Telephone
Crisis Support Manager since
2017. She is responsible for the
24-hour Crisis Support Service
which ensures Crisis Support
Volunteers are well trained and
supported on an ongoing basis.
Danielle has been working as
an In-Shift Support Supervisor,
Centre Supervisor and Trainer
since 2015. As a current Trainer,
Danielle’s scope includes
Crisis Supporter Workplace
Training (CSWT), Domestic and
Family Violence (DV-Alert), and
Accidental Counselling Skills
(ACF) training. Danielle joined
Lifeline South Coast in 2011 as a
Volunteer Crisis Supporter and
still maintains regular shifts for the
13 11 14 service to talk with people
in crisis. In this time, she has also
been a part of group facilitating
and mentoring students within
each phase of training. Danielle is
currently completing a Graduate
Diploma of Counselling.

Anne Marie has been the Financial
Counselling Coordinator at Lifeline
South Coast since 2013. She
is responsible for the financial
counselling service which
provides free assistance to people
experiencing financial stress
(including those at the South
Coast Correctional Centre). She
is an accredited member of the
Financial Counsellors’ Association
of NSW (FCAN). Anne Marie has
held a number of positions with
Lifeline South Coast, commencing
as a Volunteer Crisis Supporter in
2009 and has been a Peer Group
Supervisor, In-Shift Supporter and
Centre Supervisor during this time.

Alicia Ferderer
Retail Area Manager from
January 2018
DIP. RETAIL MANAGEMENT

Alicia joined Lifeline South Coast
in January 2018, after re-locating
back to the South Coast. Her
role includes overseeing the
Lifeline Shops in Corrimal and
Wollongong; the book sorting
team, warehouse operations and
running Lifeline’s Big Book Fair
fundraising events. Alicia worked
for Lifeline Northern Rivers for
12 years from January 2006 to
January 2018, starting as a Shop
Manager for the Lismore CBD
Shop, and progressing to Retail
Area Manager of their six retail
outlets in 2015.
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Financial summary
Income 2017/18

Trading Income (Gross)

Trading Costs

Big Book Fair

Big Book Fair

Grants

Service Delivery

Donations

Operational Costs

Operational Income

16

Expenses by Sector 2017/18
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Thank you
Lifeline South Coast’s
vision is an Australia
free of suicide
Lifeline’s core service is the
operation of the 24-hour
telephone crisis support line.
The 13 11 14 service focuses on
the provision of support to people
in crisis and emotional distress.
The service operates 24-hours
a day, 7 days a week, 365 days
a year, is delivered by trained
and accredited Volunteer Crisis
Supporters and is supported
by a dedicated and highly
qualified team of staff. Thank you
to all our staff and volunteers
associated with the service for
their professionalism, commitment
and support. Thank you to NSW
Health for their funding support of
this service. Thank you also to the
Illawarra Shoalhaven Local Health
District and to the BlueScope WIN
Community Partnership program
for financial support in training
new volunteers to the service.

Lifeline South Coast’s Financial
Counselling service offers free,
confidential support to people
in financial distress. The service
operates out of Nowra and
outreaches to Kiama and Ulladulla.
Thank you to Fair Trading NSW
for funding this service, and to
the Illawarra Legal Centre for
partnering with us in service
delivery. We have been offering
financial counselling to the people
of the Bay and Basin community
one day per week at Huskission,
thanks to the support of a Uniting
funding grant and Uniting Church
Bay and Basin congregation.
Thank you to our financial
counselling staff for their ongoing
dedication.
Our Lifeline Shops as well as our
Big Book Fair fundraising events
exist for the primary purpose
of providing Lifeline South
Coast’s core services with much
needed funds. Thank you to our
Community Partner Southern.IML
Pathology for their role in

ensuring the ongoing success of
Lifeline’s Big Book Fair fundraising
events. Thank you to our Book
Fair sponsors for their ongoing
support – Wave FM, Prime7,
Illawarra Sports Stadium – and
to Chris Johnson for providing
free storage of our packed book
pallets for the event. Thank you to
all our Warehouse, Shop and Book
Fair staff and volunteers for their
ongoing commitment to Lifeline
South Coast and the services we
offer our community.
We extend a special thank you
to our generous donors and
members of the public who
donate time, funds, skills, goods
or support to Lifeline South Coast.
Without community support,
Lifeline South Coast could not
continue to provide vital crisis
support services to the people
of the Illawarra and South Coast.
Thank you
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Lifeline South Coast’s vision
is an Australia free of suicide

